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Abstract: e article analyses the transformations that occurred
in the khabar describing abolishment of the jizya for the Jews
living in Khaybar. is story first emerged in the 10th century,
in a work by Hilāl al-#ābi#, and later, with various alterations,
it was included in historiographies by other authors from the
subsequent epochs until the 19th century. It was probably then
that it was last referenced by a Moroccan historian, A#mad
al-Nā#irī. e article also analyses the function played by the
khabar in the work where it is quoted.
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Resumen: El presente artículo analiza las transformaciones
experimentadas en el khabar que describe la abolición de la jizya
impuesta a los judíos residentes en Khaybar. La historia comenzó
en el siglo X, con una obra de Hilāl al-#ābi#, que fue incluida
posteriormente, con algunas variantes, en las historiografías de
otros autores de épocas más tardías, llegando hasta el siglo
XIX. Fue probablemente entonces cuando se recoge la última
referencia a la cuestión en la obra del historiador marroquí
A#mad al-Nā#irī. El artículo analiza también la función que
desempeña el khabar en la obra cuando es citado.
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colectiva, khabar, historiografía árabe, Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū#ī.
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HISTORICAL MEMORY OF A TEXT: KHABAR DESCRIBING THE JEWS FROM
KHAYBAR IN KITĀB AL-ISTIQĀĀ BY AĀMAD B. KHĀLID AL-NĀĀIRĀ*

I. Introduction
Historical memory, understood as the way history functions in the consciousness of societies and

individuals is one of the most important manifestations of their continuation. It is apparent in everyday
life, literature, art, and finally in history itself and, in consequence, in historiography. erefore it can be
concluded that historical memory is perpetuated mainly through texts – understood either as written text
or more widely – as a cultural text.

In Arab culture, similarly to any other culture, historical memory is revealed, among others, in history
writings. Classic Arab-Muslim historiography, described by Franz Rosenthal as khabar history is the ideal
example of how the memory of a text persists and it is the focus of this article. An analysis of selected examples
could demonstrate which elements of the historical memory were preserved and which underwent various –
intentional or otherwise – changes and what and how changeable roles were played by specific information
conveyed in the selected writings, and finally – when such recordings of memory were transformed. An
example of such text in Arab tradition (both, the original oral tradition and its later, written form) could
be the khabar, the oldest form of Arab historiography, a short narrative which is the continuation of old-
Arabic stories about the “Days of the Arabs” ([1]) , frequently preceded, similarly as the #adīth, by a tradents
series – isnād.

I would like to emphasise that through historical memory is not to be conflated herein with the concept
of collective memory as it was understood by the creator of this concept, Maurice Halbwachs ([2]) , but it
remains within the in framework proposed by the author of this concept, Yuri Lotman, in his work Universe
of the Mind: A Semiotic eory of Culture:

“e text is not only the generator of new meanings, but also a condenser of cultural memory. A text
has the capacity to preserve the memory of its previous contexts. Without this function, there could be no
science of history, since the culture of preceding ages (and more broadly speaking, its picture of life) inevitably
comes down to us in fragments. If a text stayed in the consciousness of the perceiver only as itself, then the
past would be represented to us as a mosaic of disconnected fragments. But for the perceiver a text is always
a metonymy of a reconstructed integral meaning, a discrete sign of a non-discrete essence. e sum of the
contexts in which a given text acquires interpretation and which are in a way incorporated in it may be
termed as text’s memory. is meaning-space created by the text around itself enters into relationship with
the cultural memory (tradition) already formed in the consciousness of the audience. As a result the text
acquires semiotic life” ([3]).

II. Khabar concerning the Jews from Khaybar in Kitāb al-istiq#ā
e aim of this article is to present a history of a short (quasi) historical record given in the introduction

to al-Istiq#ā li-akhbār duwal al-Maghrib al-Aq#ā or e Analysis of Records on Dynasties of the Farthest
West (1894) by a Moroccan historian from the 19th century, A#mad al-Nā#irī([4]). is work is the first
history of Morocco in historiography and covers the time frame from the Arab-Muslim conquest until the
death of Sultan #asan I in 1894. e introduction to the chronicle, part of which is the khabar discussed
herein, is titled Muqaddima fī fa#l al-tārīkh (“Introduction concerning the superiority of [the science of]
history”). It comprises several small units of various types and begins with a sort of introduction, which is
highly theoretical in nature, with characteristic references to the Quran, followed by several khabars which
extoll the benefits of studying history – one of theses concerns the Jews of Khaybar([5]).

And this is the translation of the khabar which is analysed in this article:
“Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū#ī, may God have mercy on him, said: An example [of the benefits from studying

history – MMD] can be the conflict between the commander (ra#īs al-ru#asā#) of the #Abbasid Caliph, al-
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Qā#im bi-Amr Allāh([6]) and the Jews, which arose in Baghdad. e result of the events was such that they
showed an old document, where it stated that the Prophet commanded that the jizya not be collected from
the Jews of Khaybar. e document bore a witness testimony from the Prophet’s Companions, including
#Alī b. Abī #ālib. e document was given to the commander and caused amazement among the people.
en the document was shown to Abū Bakr al-Kha#īb al-Baghdādī, who analysed it and declared it a forgery.
ey asked him why he deemed it so. He replied that the document bore the testimony of Mu#āwiya, and
he converted to Islam in the year of conquest of Mecca, that is in the eighth year since the hijra [630 C. E.],
while Khaybar was conquered in the 7th year since the hijra. e document also bore the testimony of Sa#d
b. Mu#ādh([7]), and he died on the day of Banū Quray#a, which occurred before the conquest of Khaybar.
e people rejoiced at this decision and wondered no more ([8])”.

Most frequently the textological histories of the khabars included by the Moroccan in Muqaddima do
not reach too deep (which absolutely does not decrease their value). e only exception is the single khabar
where the author refers to the authority of Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū#ī.

For the purposes of this analysis, it is a significant fact that the version quoted above is the most recent one
– I could not find this khabar in later historical writings. It should also be emphasised here that the analysis
below does not focus on the historical context of the event from 628, but on the persistence of its record.

e record described events from the early 7th century and their echoes in mid-11th century. At that time,
it was most likely preserved in various oral traditions, which constitute the part of memory/history of the
khabar that is impossible to reconstruct today (the possible internal and external transformations, compare
below). Despite clear differences between the concept of oral history and an oral record in Arab culture, the
essence of this phenomenon remains the same. e important aspect here is that the later written record
preserves many elements of oral history also in the sense that oral history is understood by its researchers, but
which, however, will not be considered in this article([9]).

e analysis of historical sources points to an unusual lifespan of this khabar, especially in the Maghreb
region, although it is unrelated with the works itself. Earlier, three orientalists showed some interest in the
khabar: Évariste Lévi-Provençal([10]), Adam Mez([11]) and Franz Rosenthal([12]). Among the contemporary
Arab authors the problem was reviewed by Khālid b. Mu#ammad b. Ghānim Āl ānī in an article from
2012([13]).

Mez only refers to the khabar, preceding it with a comment – “Fraud prospered.” is reference is to the
oldest version of the record, from Kitāb al-wuzarā# (e Book of Visiers) by Hilāl al-#ābi# (969-1056):

“Abū l-Qāsim Karib b. Karib said that Ibn al-Furāt was informed that some Jew claimed that he had a
document from the Prophet, Peace be with him. He then commanded him to show the document and when
he had read it, he said: It is a forgery, because Khaybar was conquered 67 days aer the date on your document.
However, I will refrain from collecting jizya from you in honour of the one you invoke. Abū l-Qāsim b. Karib
said: It was then verified in historical records and it turned out that it was just as Ibn al-Furāt had said ([14])”.

In this re-telling, the main role is played by the #Abbasid visier, Abū l-#asan b. al-Furāt, killed in 924.
He does not appear in the latter versions of this record, which was shied in time by over 100 years. e
main themes remain – the forgery of the document stipulating the abolition of jizya for the Jews of Khaybar
and the discovery of that forgery by a scholar (Ibn al-Furāt was not only a politician, but also a scholar and
writer([15]). is story is then placed in early 10th century and related by a less-known Abū l-Qāsim Karib
b. al-Karib. It is most likely the oldest version of this khabar.

is record is found again in a chronicle al-Munta#am fī tārīkh al-mulūk wa-l-umam (An Ordered
Chronicle of the History of Kings and Nations) by Ibn al-Jawzī (1126-1200), several dozen years later, in
a biographical note concerning al-Kha#īb al-Baghdādī([16]), where it is related in the form known from al-
Nā#irī’s work. Aer returning from Mecca, al-Kha#īb was supposedly become close with the circles of Abū
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l-Qāsim b. Maslama, who in this record is referred to both in name as well as ra#īs al-ru#asā#. e khabar
is related without the isnād.

According to the author’s research, the record of the forged document is again reiterated by Yāqūt
al-#amawī (1179-1229) in Mu#jam al-udabā# (Dictionary of Writers), where he describes the life of al-
Kha#īb al-Baghdādī ([17]). is author refers to al-Munta#am by Ibn al-Jawzī. Yāqūt only supplies additional
information about Abū l-Qāsim Ibn Maslama, adding that he was the wazir of the caliph, al-Qā#im, and
leaves the record unchanged. However, he later adds new information about ra#īs al-ru#asā# not related by
Ibn al-Jawzī, but not connected directly with the khabar of interest herein, and then he returns to the record
from al-Munta#am.

Yet another iteration of this story is related by Ibn Kathīr (1300-1373). He places the khabar, quoted in
the al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya chronicle (e Beginning and the End) in the narrative of the Prophet’s history.
e khabar is introduced through the word qultu (“I said”)([18]), which suggests that the passage is from the
author’s own knowledge, but whose source is a different work than those listed above, because it does not
mention either Abū l-Qāsim b. Maslama or al-Kha#īb al-Baghdādī, so the khabar should probably be quoted
here in full:

“I said: Already aer the year 300, the Jews of Khaybar claimed that they had a document from the God’s
Prophet, Peace be with Him, where he abolishes their jizya. Some scholars were tricked and confirmed the
abolition of the jizya for them, among the Shāfi#is – the sheikh Abū #Alī ibn Khayrūn. And this is a forged
document, a lie, a fabrication, which has no foundations. Its worthlessness has been declared by many scholars
in their works, because many companions opposed it in their writings, such as Ibn al-#abbāgh in Shāmil,
sheikh Abū #āmid in Ta#līq, and Ibn Maslama dedicated a separate section in his work to criticise this
document. ey discussed it aer the year 700 and showed the book where there was a document proving
what their companions related in their books. I read it and deemed it a forgery, because it contains a testimony
by Sa#d ibn Mu#ādh, who died before the conquest of Khaybar, by Mu#āwiya ibn Abī Sufyān, who at that
time had not yet converted to Islam, and because it was written by #Alī b. Abī #ālib. It is a lie and an error.
It discusses jizya, which at that time was not ordered by law.”

ere is also another interesting theme here – it is Ibn Kathīr who ultimately deems the document
presented by the Jews as a forgery. It seems that this theme is not continued later anywhere else.

e historian, #alā# al-Dīn al-#afadī (1297-1363), the author of the biographical dictionary al-Wāfī bi-l-
wafayāt (e Full Book of Lives), relates the story in the introduction to the dictionary, whose ninth volume
is titled Fī fawā#id al-tārīkh (On the Benefits of History)([19]). us the khabar appeared for the first time in
a context, in which it remained until the 19th-century historiographies. It is the story of the forged Prophet’s
document that al-#afadī puts at the front of his deliberations on the benefits of historical knowledge. e
khabar is quoted without a source reference.

Another author who included the khabar analysed herein is Mu#ammad al-Shiblī al-Dimashqī
(1312-1368) in his work Ma#āsin al-wasā#il fī ma#rifat al-awā#il (e Best Path to Knowledge About
ose Who Were First). e record is quoted at the end of the work, in a chapter titled Fī fawā#id min
ma#rifat al-tārīkh (On the Benefits of Historical Knowledge; this time it is not an introduction, although it
is similar in character to other works analysed in this article). In the khabar, there are no changes whatsoever
in comparison with the version provided by al-#afadī([20]).

e next work that includes the khabar about the Jews of Khaybar is the book dedicated to methods of
research and understanding of history, al-I#lān bi-l-tawbīkh li-man dhamma ahl al-tārīkh (Condemnation
of ose Who Admonish Historians) by Shams al-Dīn al-Sakhāwī (1427-1497). In this case, in terms of
contents, an interesting point is that the text provides a specific date for the events – 447 H. (1055-1056 C.
E.)([21]). e text is without an isnād and is incorporated into a theoretical introduction concerning history
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and its importance, which discusses, among others, fabrications of historical record. us the story appears
again in an introduction to a historiographical work.

e last representative of a post-classical period who quotes this khabar is Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū#ī. e
khabar is included in Na#m al-#iqyān fī a#yān al-a#yān (A Necklace of Pure Gold about the Greatest of the
Great)([22]). is work is a biographical dictionary of eminent personalities living in the 9th century aer the
hijra and the author provided an introduction, Muqaddima fīhā fawā#id manthūra tata#allaq bi-l-tarīkh
(e Introduction, Where Various Benefits of History are Discussed). e text is introduced with the phrase
“and another said” and therefore the isnad was excluded. It is the version with ra#īs al-ru#asā# and al-Kha#īb
al-Baghdādī, which became the classic version of this story.

Mu#ammad b. Ya#yā al-Qarāfī was writing in the second half of the 16th century. His Tawshī# ad-dībāj
(Clarifying Silk) contains the ra#īs al-ru#asā# record. e text is included in the author’s introduction to
the book, again without the isnad. However, the editor and critic of this edition, #Alī #Umar, points out
that this is a quote from Na#m al-#iqyān by al-Suyū#ī ([23]).

e next generation saw A#mad Bābā al-Tinbuktī (1556-1626)([24]), a Muslim scholar and historian who
was, for some time, connected with Marrakesh. One of his most important works is Nayl al-ibtihāj bi-ta#rīz
al-dībāj([25]).(Achieving Happiness in Embroidering Silk), which is a biographical dictionary of eminent
scholars from the Mālikī madhhab. In the introduction to this work, the khabar is quoted in a similar version
as in al-Nā#irī’s work, however without any references to the sources. It is introduced through the wa-
qāla (“and he said”) formula, most likely referring to earlier citations introduced through qāla ba##uhum
(“someone said”).

Abū #Abd Allāh al-Qādirī (1712-1773)([26]) quotes al-Qarāfī and A#mad Bābā, whom he calls al-Sūdānī,
in the introduction to Nashr al-mathānī (Spreading of Repeated). e quote does not include any new
information except mentioning also al-Qarāfī and al-Tinbuktī, but it does not attempt to reach deeper to
the sources of the khabar.

A similar treatment was given by Mu#ammad b. Nā#ir al-Dar#ī (died 1796 or 1797)([27]), connected with
the Nā#iriyya brotherhood, in his biographical dictionary, al-Durar al-mura##a#a bi-akhbār a#yān Dar#a
(readed Pearls of News on the Eminent People of Dar#a)([28]). e text is quoted without the isnad and
was additionally slightly shortened – there is no mention of the ra#īs al-ru#asā#, but this problem is solved
again by al-Kha#īb al-Baghdādī.

e khabar about the Jews of Khaybar appears also in the popular history chronicle from the creation
of the world, by a Moroccan historian, Abū l-Qāsim al-Zayyānī (1734-1833)([29]) al-Tarjumān al-mu#rib
#an duwal al-Mashriq wa-l-Maghrib (Clear Interpreter about the Countries of the East and West)([30]). It
introduces a new motif, absent from the other iterations of this record. Ra#īs al-ru#asā#, before he turned
to al-Kha#īb al-Baghdādī, showed the document to a group of other scholars, who did not find anything
suspicious. is explicitly emphasises the knowledge of al-Kha#īb and his authority as a scholar. e text is
included in the beginning and contains no isnād.

One of the most eminent representatives of Moroccan historiography of the 19th century is Mu#ammad
b. A#mad al-Kansūsī (Akansūs, 1796-1877)([31]). His most important work is the chronicle of the Alawites,
published in full only in 1918, but already well known during the author’s lifetime, titled al-Jaysh al-
#aramram al-khumāsī fi dawlat Mawlānā #Alī al-Sijilmāsī (Innumerable Fivefold Army or About the State
of Mawlānā #Alī al-Sijilmāsī). e introduction to this work also contains the khabar about the Jews of
Khaybar. And it is al-Kansūsī who cites Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū#ī ([32]). Undoubtedly it was directly from that
source that A#mad al-Nā#irī took the record, because no author of any other text refers to the iteration by
al-Suyū#ī. is is also evidenced by the fact that another account – this time about the Jews of Fes is also
included in al-Kansūsī’s work.
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us the history of the khabar has been traced – it gives the account of events from 628, but appears in
historiography in reference to events of early 10th century. It was preserved in the memory of the generations
in the form shaped by the 12th-century scholar, Ibn al-Jawzī.

e khabar concerning the Jews of Khaybar plays an interesting role in the works listed here. Initially it
was related as purely informational account, but gradually transformed into typical evidence of the benefits
of studying history. e argumentation is not very original – the aim is to uncover forgeries, which can
be used to various ends, in this case social and religious in nature (it is quite typical that this account is
joined with another, similar one, concerning the Jews of Fes, as cited by al-Kansūsī and al-Nā#irī). As it was
mentioned before, in more modern times, this khabar was especially popular among the Maghreb authors.
It is important to mention that is appeared solely in theoretical and methodological introductions to their
historiographies([33]), but not in the narrations relating events of the Prophet’s times or the #Abbasid caliph,
al-Qā#im.

e most important aspect of the history of this khabar is the time when it transformed from the original
version by Hilāl al-#ābi# into the one that survived with minor alterations to the 19th century. It seems that,
in the 14th century, the account could still appear in various versions, one of which was the one related by
al-Kha#īb al-Baghdādī. It appeared for the first time in al-#afadī’s text alongside another version, known by
Ibn Kathīr, where he relates it for the last time. erefore it can be assumed that the version which survived
through the subsequent iterations until the 19th century was formed at that time. What occurred here was a
sort of “erasure of text memory” – not of its contents, but the circumstances in which it appeared – the wider
context of the account was forgotten, although the earliest historical context was preserved – therefore, one
must approach the khabar from two different viewpoints – obscurity and memory.

One may wonder about the reasons for such history of the khabar. For preservation of memory, the
vital aspect is the main message of the account – which is the forgery committed by the Khaybar Jews.
Although the structure of the context is preserved, the context itself was erased, possibly deliberately, or
forgotten. e most probable hypothesis is that the transformations of the context were influenced by al-
Kha#īb al-Baghdādī’s authority, as he was a far more prominent figure than the #Abbasid visier, Ibn al-Furāt,
an interesting individual, but less important for Arab cultural history than the author of the monumental
History of Baghdad. Another interesting aspect, appearing only in al-Zayyānī’s record, is the emphasis on al-
Kha#īb’s knowledge, which surpasses that of other Muslim scholars of that time. It also seems important
that al-Kha#īb was a historian, and who else, but a historian should appear in a text that argues over the
value of historical research? Of course, it cannot be completely ruled out that there was a reverse process. e
account itself was very useful for historiography authors, so they chose to rely on the authority of a historian,
not a politician.

I deliberately chose not to focus on the problem of Muslim-Jewish relations in the early age of Islam,
described in the khabar, as it would be more fitting for a separate dissertation. e important aspect was the
manner in which the text survived and the details of its internal transformation and the context in which
it appeared in the subsequent historiographies over a thousand years. One can only suspect that originally
this was only one of many versions of this account, however – for reasons that are difficult to determine –
it was the one that became most popular and survived until the end of the 19th century, which is the time
when the khabar history ends its long lifespan. Only this version survived in the memory of other texts. One
should emphasise here that the historical memory of a text operates on several levels – the first is the internal
memory of thekhabar itself, which in this case preserves its autonomous value and its original historical or
quasi-historical connections (the proper account of the Jews). e second level is the khabar as a whole –
together with its later context. Another level is the khabar with the context viewed as a part of the work where
it is quoted. And finally the historiographical work – whether Kitāb al-wuzarā# or Kitāb al-istiq#ā – is a
significant part of the semantic space (semiosphere – if one were to use Lotman’s words) which is connected
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with cultural memory in various ways and which can be regarded as the last level of textual memory (of the
khabar), when the text is deprived of its autonomy and dissipates into the collective memory.

e above investigations into the changes in the khabar about Khaybar Jews bring forth more questions
– concerning the objectivity of the account or its impartiality([34]). ese questions are obviously quite
tempting and disturb the researcher. It seems however, they can only be answered within a wider historical
context. A short account, whose almost all versions have been presented above, cannot answer these
questions. It is however, a voice in the discussion on the nature of Arab historiography and Arab historical
reasoning. It is unknown which version of the events is true, but it is also possible that it does not matter.
Maybe these are different ways of viewing a single event, as Muhammad #Ābid al-Jābirī would probably
describe it?([35]) Such treatment would be the consequence of the Arab-Muslim legal approach, known as
ikhtilāf([36]), a term that is difficult to translate explicitly – possibly a disagreement? Ikhtilāf, the example of
which is the (co)existence of various Islamic law schools, did not have to cause a split and remained a constant
feature of Sharia law, although it did not always benefit the world of Islam.
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